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* JAPAN VERSUS RUSSIA * 
By FREDERICK V. WILLIAMS 
I have just come from Hsinking, 
the Capital of Manchoukuo, the new 
empire the Japanese carved out of 
Manchuria. 
It was so cold there that the holy 
water froze in the fonts in the 
Catholic Church, but the Manchou-
lmoans knelt on the stone floors, 
bundled in furs, and prayed just the 
same. 
The people in Hsinking and over 
Manchoukuo in general (there are 
30,000,000 of them) seem quite sat-
isfied to have the Japanese army in 
their midst. 
A great deal has been said and 
written about Japan coming into 
Manchuria and setting up an em-
pire there-most of it far from com-
plimentary. 
The Manchu people however will 
tell you that before the Japanese 
came there were 300,000 bandits in 
the country and now there are only 
30,000. 
These bandits were enlisted in the 
armies of self styled War Lords who 
roamed at will, levying heavy tribute 
on merchants and farmers and print-
ing their o.wn money at the banks 
whenever they ran short of change. 
The first thing the Japanese did 
was to kick them out of the coun-
try and with them their bandit 
armies. The same 30,000 that .re-
main are no longer organized in 
armies, but are hiding in the moun-
tains from which they descend from 
time to time and massacre the Man-
chu and Japanese settlers. 
The Japanese armies however are 
quick to retaliate and the ranks of 
the bandits are being decimated. 
These bandit raids and clashes 
however are heralded by the press 
as the uprisings of "Manchu pa-
triots" against their "Japanese op-
pressors.'' The idea originates in 
Moscow which is seeking to dis-
credit the Japanese before the world. 
The next thing the Japanese did 
was to give Manchoukuo · an em-
peror, a court, a set of officials 
(chosen largely from the Manchus 
themselves) and a code of laws. 
The Japanese then began the build-
ing of the South Manchuria Rail-
way up from Korea and down 
through Mukden to Hsinking to 
Darien and the sea. Those Japanese 
trains are as fine and, in many in-
stances, better than our own. 
In doing this Japan has brought 
upon herself the condemnation of 
the world. This matter was ar-
ranged more or less adroitly by our 
Russian friends. Moscow, deft and 
clever at propaganda, has succeeded 
in putting Japan in the position of 
having few if any friends left among 
the nations in the world. The world 
is given to understand that Japan 
stole Manchuria from China and 
erected a puppet empire of her own. 
It is true Japan pulls the strings of 
government in Manchoukuo, but if 
Japan hadn't stepped into the Man-
churian picture, and if she stepped 
out of it now, Manchuria would be 
chaos. 
The Russian Soviets started this 
Manchurian incident, as it has been 
politely called, by trying to Soviet-
ize China and by spreading Com-
munistic doctrine in Manchuria and 
Korea. Moscow wanted a Soviet 
China and a Soviet Manchuria and 
a revolution in Korea. She wanted 
these things first to balk and then 
to break Japan's rising power in the 
Far East. 
Over there you quickly come to 
a realization that either Russia or 
Japan will dominate. There can be 
no compromise between them. The 
Japanese acted quickly. They gave 
China her ultimatum. "Go Soviet 
and we come in." China had to 
make the gesture, at least, of kick-
ing out Moscow ideas to keep the 
Japanese from carrying out their 
threat. 
As it was, Japan wasn't taking 
any chances of a flare up of Com-
munism in China where she was do-
Price 5 sen Published by the Hokuseido Nishikicho, Kanda, Tokyo 
ing business. She moved in around 
Peiping and Shanghai and still is 
there. 
As for Manchuria, Japan nipped 
the Russian plot in the bud. Mos-
cow had bought over the War Lords, 
the Bandit Chieftains. Japan drove 
them out and made of Manchuria a 
country with a government of her 
own. 
Russia looks to China as an ally 
in the event of war with Japan. 
But it is not likely that China, de-
spite her spending of millions and 
her flaming campaign of national-
ism, can get ready, if she ever will, 
to fight effectively. 
The idea prevalent abroad that 
China, united and armed, will sweep 
the Far East with fighting millions 
is bunk. It simply isn't in that great, 
lumbering country, with its seeth· 
ing, impoverished populations, to 
fight. The man in one province of 
China speaks a dialect so different 
from the one in another that he can-
not understand him, 
As to Russia going to war with 
Japan. Russia, and I have come 
from its brim, and have talked with 
many who should know, Russia is in 
no position to go to war with any 
one right now. The moment she 
moves her Red armies out of Russia 
across the long stretches of Siberia 
against Nippon, the majority of Rus-
sians, who have had to take the 
Stalin-Soviet Dictatorship and like 
it, will rise and blow the lid off. 
It is a choice in Asia between 
Russia and Japan. China can be 
counted out. She will go either 
with Russia, if Russia should win, 
or be influenced by Japan, if Japan 
wins. From what I have seen, be-
tween the two, Japan will emerge, 
if she clashes with Russia, the vic-
tor. She is united. Russia is not. 
If the world reads some morning 
that Japan has struck first, you may 
put it down that she did not start 
this war that will set the Far East 
on fire. It will be because she beat 
Moscow to the punch. Moscow will 
have brought the war upon herself. 
And, ironically, Japan will be blam-
ed by the world for starting it. 
-The Catholic Digest. 
The greatest air race of 
history is on -the race of na· 
tions for the skyways of the 
future. 
Pioneer air lines ran from 
city to city. Later ones con-
nected country with country. 
Now, there is an exciting 
international scramble · for 
long-distance aerial routes 
which will span oceans and 
hurdle arctic wastes to link 
continent with continent. 
Half a dozen governments 
are staking out supersky-
ways along which a far-flung 
aerial merchant marine will 
transport mail and freight 
and passengers. 
Out of a rainy sky, not long 
ago, a slim-winged Russian 
monoplane dropped down on 
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the Vancouver, Wash., air- By EDWIN TEALE 
port and rolled to a stop. 
For sixty-three hours, its three- intervals as links in a safety chain. 
bladed propeller, spun by a single Crews, living in the tanks, would 
950-horsepower engine, had pulled operate directional radio beams for 
it through the air. During that time, the guidance of the pilots, as well as 
the machine had pointed its nose up flash out frequent reports on the 
the globe frorri Moscow, had soared weather. As the polar ice drifted, 
above 1,500 miles of arctic ice, had the amphibian" islands" could crawl 
crossed the north pole, and then had along to keep on the line of flight. 
taken the downhill path across the Special fueling planes, starting 
vast tundras of northern Canada, from the mainland, would hop from 
over Alaska, and along the coast to tank to tank to bring gasoline, food, 
Vancouver. and supplies. Each of the lonely out· 
By this 5,388-mile flight, three Rus· posts would carry an extra supply of 
sian airmen, Valery Chkaloff, Georgi fuel to help the transpolar planes in 
Baidukoff, and Alexander Beliakoff, an emergency. Tests have shown 
blazed a spectacular new sky trail that machines can safely land on the 
across the top of the world. They arctic ice. 
had achieved, in fact, a journey such By heading eastward from the 
as Jules Verne might have depicted pole, Russian airmen expect to es-
in fiction. tablish air lines from Moscow to 
Within the 122-foot wings of their Chicago and New York. The Soviet 
machine, huge fuel tanks held a new- engineers who designed the Mos-
type benzine developed especially cow-Vancouver machine are plan-
for long-distance flights. With tanks ning bigger, faster ships that will 
full, the craft can cruise for 100 have sufficient range to reach the 
hours. Both the wings and the eastern cities by way of the north 
fuselage carried airfilled rubber bags pole. 
to increase the buoyancy of the While this spectacular enterprise 
plane in case engine failure forced is making aviation history, news 
it down on the water. flashes from other countries, from 
If the startling prediction of Dr. England, from Germany, from var-
Otto J. Schmidt, leader of the Soviet ious parts of the United States, tell 
scientists who recently established a of innovations in planes, engines, 
permanent meteorological station at and equipment designed for use on 
the north pole, comes true, arctic super-airways. 
airways of the future will be safe· Pan American clipper ships are 
guarded by chains of huge amphib· surveying a new Pacific route to 
ian tanks. These motorized mon- New Zealand; British Imperial Air· 
sters, able to roll over the ice, propel ways flying boats are exploring the 
themselves across open water, and great circle route over the north 
climb up on drifting floes, could Atlantic; sleek seaplanes of the 
penetrate regions impossible for ice· Deutsche Lufthansa are shuttling 
breaking vessels to reach. back and forth between the Azores 
According to Dr. Schmidt's plan, and New York on a schedule that 
they would be stationed at 300-mile , calls for eight round-trip fli~hts this 
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summer. Intercontinental 
flying is taking a rapid stride 
forward. 
Heading south from Hono. 
lulu, Hawaii, recently, a Pan-
American twenty- two· ton 
clipper ship jumped 1,100 
miles to Kingman Reef, 1,600 
miles more to Pago-Pago, and 
a final 1,800 to Auckland, 
New Zealand. Regular ser-
vice over the 7,000-mile route 
from San Francisco "down 
under" to Auckland, is ex-
pected to begin within a few 
months. It will clip more 
than two weeks from there-
quired traveling time. Ocean 
vessels take nineteen days to 
make the journey; the wing-
ed boats will complete it in 
four. 
Built secretly at the Boeing 
plant in Seattle, Wash., six 
of the largest air-and-water craft 
ever designed are nearing comple-
tion. They will weigh almost fifty 
tons apiece. Seveilty-two passengers 
and a crew of eight will ride in the 
sky liners. Fifteen tons of fuel will 
give the ship3 a cruising radius of 
5,000 miles. Four engines of new 
design, each having fourteen cylin-
ders and costing nearly $1.000 a 
cylinder, will power the big ships 
over the Atlantic on a new air line 
linking Europe and America. 
It is on the Atlantic that competi-
tion for routes and terminals is 
keenest. By a recent agreement, 
Pan American Airways and the Im-
perial Airways, of Great Britain, 
will cooperate in flying the "great 
cirCle " route blazed eighteen years 
ago when Capt. John Alcock, a Royal 
Air Force pilot, and Lieut. Arthur 
W. Brown, an American, achieved 
the first nonstop Atlantic crossing 
from St. Johns, Newfoundland, to 
Clifden, Ireland, in a Rolls-Royce· 
powered Vickers-2 biplane. 
At the mouth of the River Shan· 
non, in Ireland, and at Ganders Lake, 
Newfoundland, British interests are 
establishing termi.nal bases for the 
ocean air line. The Newfoundland 
port, now nearing completion, cost 
$3,500,000. Early in July, a joint 
"experimental" service linked 
America and Europe when Capt. 
Harold E. Gray, at the controls of 
a Sikorsky clipper, headed east from 
Newfoundland with six companions. 
At the same time, Capt. A. S. Wil· 
cockson and a crew of four, in the 
Imperial Airways "Caledonia," 
Great Britain's entry for aerial 
honors on the Atlantic, began the 
"uphill" westward crossing. Nei· 
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ther ship carried passengers or 
cargo, the flights being trial runs in 
preparation for the later inaugura-
tion of regular service. 
With the preliminary flights suc-
cessfully completed, data gathered 
by pilots and observers will be studi-
ed and plans will be formulated for 
the inauguration of scheduled runs. 
It is expected that air-mail service 
will begin during the corning winter, 
and by next summer, in all proba-
bility, it will be possible for travelers 
to book plane passage from New 
York to London. 
A gigantic land plane, a DeHavi-
land "Albatross," built specially for 
the British Air Ministry, is another 
transatlantic ship that will fly the 
Union Jack. Recently, it underwent 
successful tests at Hatfield, England. 
A quartet of twelve-cylinder, super-
charged engines can drive it at 200-
rnile-an-hour speeds, and its tanks 
hold sufficient fuel for a non-stop 
flight of 3,000 miles. In the air, with 
landing wheels retracted, the long, 
cigar-shaped fuselage gives it the 
appearance of some craft designed 
for interplanetary travel. 
While American and British planes 
take to the "great circle" route-
the path followed by Lindbergh-
German seaplanes are making the 
longer overwater hop between New 
York and the Azores, the route taken 
by the NC-4, the U. S. Navy flying 
boat which made the pioneer flight 
across the Atlantic in 1919. 
Eight times this summer, two new-
type Deutsche Lufthansa seaplanes, 
the Nordwind and the Nordmeer, 
will make round-trip crossings be-
tween Horta, in the Azores Islands 
west of Portugal, and Port Washing-
ton, Long Island, N. Y. Four Diesel 
engines, with a total of 2,400 horse-
power, drive the 34,000-pound rna-
chines through the air for 3,100 
miles with one filling of the tanks. 
Throughout the ocean crossing, an 
average speed of about 160 miles an 
hour can be maintained while the 
ships are carrying 1,100 pounds of 
mail. The machines will make the 
long water jump of 2,390 miles one 
at a time, starting from opposite 
ends of the route. During the sum-
mer tests, neither mail nor passen-
gers will be transported. 
The distinctive feature of the Ger-
man system is the use of "mother 
ships" from which the planes are 
launched. One of the vessels, the 
"Schwabenland," is anchored off 
Port Washington; the other, the 
"Friesenland," is stationed at Horta. 
Both carry supplies and fuel, as well 
as cranes for hoisting the seaplanes 
ROMES MODERN LEGIONS HURL 
WORLD CHALLENGE 
By GOLDON SEAR WILLIAMS 
Italy's present aircraft procure-
ment program has produced many 
interesting and noteworthy ships, 
most of which are but little known 
on deck and catapults for launching 
them. Compressed air operates the 
latter devices. The planes are mount-
ed on small sledges which streak 
down greased rails when the colossal 
"airgun" is fired, hurling the ma-
chines off the deck at flying speed. 
On . the South Atlantic skyway, 
where German planes have been 
carrying mail across the ocean from 
Bathurst, Mrica, to Pernambuco, 
Brazil, to link Europe and South 
America, such launching ships have 
proved of special value. The calms 
and the humidity of tropical at-
mospheres frequently combine to 
make starting .from the water almost 
impossible. Five Lufthansa planes 
are now carrying the mails across 
the South Atlantic. Engineers of the 
company calculate that catapulting 
the big machines into the air, in 
many cases, enables them to get 
away with a ton more of pay load 
than they could lift if they had to 
gain flying speed while plowing 
through the water. 
The most radical innovation pro-
posed for use on transoceanic air· 
ways is undergoing its initial tests 
this summer in England. It is the 
Mayo Composite Aircraft consisting 
of two machines, a seaplane riding 
on the back of a powerful flying 
boat. At the take-off, the sea-plane 
will be loaded to the limit with fuel 
and cargo, while the flying boat will 
carry no cargo and only a moderate 
amount of fuel. Roaring across the 
water, with its four big engines at 
full throttle, the boat will gain flying 
speed and both machines, locked 
together, will climb into the air. 
Once aloft, the special locking device 
holding the seaplane in place will 
be released and the heavily loaded 
ship will soar away on the transat-
lantic run, while the flying boat re· 
turns for a landing. 
In this unique "pickaback " take-
off, Imperial Airways engineers ex· 
pect to achieve the same results as 
are now obtained by means of the 
mother ships of t11e German air line. 
During regular runs, the launching 
plane will fly several hundred miles 
out to sea while the transatlantic 
machine conserves its fuel for the 
rest of the journey. Latest reports 
in this country. Long known as a 
producer of fine flying boats and 
seaplanes which have seen world· 
wide service, Italy has now turned to 
from England indicate that both the 
flying boat and the seaplane have 
been completed and tested individu· 
ally in preparation for the first 
double take-off. 
Still another innovation which is 
being. tested in Great Britain's race 
for supremacy on the ocean airways 
is a system of refueling in mid-air. 
The noted long-distance pilot, Sir 
Alan Cobham, is working with Im-
perial Airways engineers on a plan 
which would permit the transatlantic 
ships to take off with only a small 
amount of fuel in the tanks and 
then, while heading out to sea, take 
on a full load of gasoline from a 
"nurse ship" soaring overhead. 
In coming in for a landing, the 
largest of the aerial merchantmen 
touch the water at from eighty to 
ninety miles an hour. Consequent· 
ly, wide stretches of sheltered water 
are essential for an ocean terminal. 
Port Washington, on Long Island 
Sound, is the aerial transatlantic 
pier of New York. Here the air· 
and-water liners of the Imperial Air-
ways, the Pan American Airways 
and the Deutsche Lufthansa all end 
their westward flights and take off 
for their eastward crossings. 
Here, also, on a twice-a·week 
schedule, the 42,000-pound Sikorsky 
Bermuda Clipper and the 38,000-
pound Short flying boat, Cavalier, 
are taking off and landing on re-
gular trips between Bermuda and 
New York. Pan American and Im-
perial Airways are cooperating in 
the service. In about five hours, 
their big ships cover the 783-mile 
run. Sixteen passengers ride in the 
English boat, twenty-three in the 
American. 
Besides inaugurating the first 
aerial service between the islands 
and New York, the new skyway acts 
as a training school for men who will 
pilot long-distance ships now com· 
ing from the factories. These fliers 
will be captains in a new merchant 
marine of the sky. Sailing over 
routes now being es-tablished, and 
landing at ports now being laid out, 
they will link far-away continents in 
swift and regular systems of trans-
portation. -Popula1· Science Monthly, Sept. 
record-breaking landplanes as well. 
Present world's records now held 
by Italy include the speed record of 
440.6"7 m.p.h. which was made Octo-
ber 23, 1934, in the Macchi-Castaldi 
M.C. 72 monoplane. It was power-
ed with a double type engine driving 
two propellers and developed a total 
of 2,800 h.p. This same ship also 
holds the record for speed over 100 
kilometers at over 390 m.p.h. and 
the half-hour's sustained flight speed 
record at 384 m.p.h. This sensa-
tional ship, incidentally, was one of 
the first to use the now well-tried 
Bristol "Blenheim" 
(See Britain's .Death 
Angel) 
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The latest record to be broken by 
Il Duce's flying army was shattered 
on April 1 when a standard Breda 
88 twin-engined military bomber-
fighter monoplane flew over a 100 
kilometer course at an average of 
321 m.p.h., and over a 1,000 kilo-
meter course at about 295 m.p.h., 
truly a remarkable performance. 
This ship is a standard all metal twin-
engined ship furnished in number to 
the present air force in Italy and 
uses two radial engines developing 
a total of over 1,500 h.p. This re-
cord is the more unusual in that it 
A Sky Leviathan, 
the Pan American 
Clipper now estab-
lishes the trans· 
Atlantic route. (See 
p. 2 ff.) 
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been disclosed. The 650 h.p. Alfa. 
Romeo 9 cylinder engine gives the 
Breda 64 a maximum speed of 217 
m.p.h. at 13,120 ft. and a ceiling of 
23,000 ft. For use as a long range 
bomber an extra gas load in the nor. 
mal bomb bay enables it to cruise 
for 1,240 miles. 
As a further development of the 
"64," the Breda 65 has appeared. 
It differs but little in general ap. 
pearance from its progenitor but 
many new design innovations and a 
more powerful eng ine give it a much 
higher speed. The wing in this 
model is of a composite s.tructure, 
the forward section being metal co-
vered, while the trailing edge is 
covered with fabric. Spars are of 
chromemoly steel and have the wing 
ribs attached directly to them, being 
very closely spaced. Cruising speed 
of this potent light bomber-fighter 
is reported by Italian authorities to 
be 300 m.p.h. 
Other interesting types being used 
in Italy's air force include the pro-
ducts of the Romeo factory, former-
ly a Fokker licensee for Italy. This 
company has now abandoned for-
eign designs and is producing many 
:_.:_=-__:___:~_:_:_====--======:.,----~=-~~~~-----·noteworthy and original ships. The 
. R0-37 is supplied in two forms; with 
symmetrical airfoil suchas the Boe-
ing YB-17 bombers and all other 
four-engined Boeings used. 
Another record was set up when 
Colonel Biseo of the Italian Air Force 
flew a tri-motored Savoia-Marchetti 
landplane over a 2,000 kilometer 
course carrying 2,000 kilograms at 
380 k.p.h. This ship, known as the 
S-79, is a low-wing tra nsport equip-
ped with retractable landing gear 
and using three Alfa-Romeo radial 
engines. A military version-the 
S-79B-is also in production and is 
equipped with two Gnome-Rhone 
K•14 radials. It was a ship of this 
type that competed with the Martin 
139 bomber for Argentine Army 
contracts. The Martin was finally 
awarded the contract, although the 
Savoia-Marchetti S-79B was award-
ed the highest number of perform-
ance points. 
An international record for sea-
planes was won by the Cant Z-506 
tri-motored monoplane. It used three 
Fiat Hornet engines, built under 
Pratt & Whitney license in Italy. 
This trim all-wood ship carried the 
rather paradoxical license identifica-
tion letters "I-CANT" but in spite 
of this undue pessimism it carried 
its load over the specified distance 
at over 200 m.p.h. It has attained. a 
maximum speed of 226 m.p.h. in 
level flight. 
w~~ made wt~h a wholly standard a 700 h.p. Fiat water-cooled engine 
m!lttary machme. or with a Piaggio radial of the same 
Although the Breda 88 is still on horsepower. This ship is a conven-
the secret lists, it is really a develop- tiona! two-place biplane fighter-ob-
ment of the smaller, single-engined servation ship and has a top speed 
"64" and "65" Bredas used in of _209 m.p.h. Two Breda-Safat rna-
quantity for some years. These two clune guns fire t~roug!1 the pro· 
ships are in themselves quite note- peller arc and one ts flextbly mount-
worthy. The "64" was designed as ed for the rear g~nner. Racks for 
a light bomber or two-place fighter 12 b~mbs of 15 ktlogra11_1s each are 
which without armament could be provtded on the lower wmgs. 
used as a fast mail carrier for long Romeo also pr?duces a single-seat 
distance hops. In the military ver- fighter of gull wmg ty~e, tl~e R0-~1. 
sion it carries five Breda-Safat rna- It uses a 390 h.p. P~aggw radtal 
chine guns; four in the wings firing engine en~losed in a :-vide N.A.C.A. 
outside of the propeller arc, and one type cowlmg and attams a top speed 
on a flexible mount in the rear cock- of 208 m.p.h. 
pit. Two of the wing guns are pro- Another gull wing biplane in pro· 
vided with remote control so that duction for the Italian air force is 
the pilot may elevate them through the Romeo R0-43. Thi~ job, a two-
10 degrees of fire for ground-strafing seater, is used in the Naval air ann 
or attack work. Due to the high and, as normally supplied, is mount· 
speed of the ship the traversing ed on a single float and is powered 
movement of the rear gun ring is with a Piaggio radial of 700 h.p. 
accomplished by hydraulic means. Top speed is 198 m.p.h. An interest-
Internal bomb stowage is provided ing feature of this ship is the use of 
for four 100 kilogram bombs and the pontoon to carry part of the fuel 
extra racks may be installed on the load. The R0-43 is designed as a 
under surfaces of both wings. The catapult ship and is provided with 
wings are of all metal construction folding wings. 
and the fuselage is of welded steel These various recent Italian ships 
tubing, having metal sheeting on are all up to the latest in use in this 
the forward sections and fabric to country as well as the various na· 
the rear of the cockpits. Light armor tions of Europe. 
is provided around both cockpits, But, ·as time progresses, Italian 
but of just what type this is has not aircraft manufacturers show more 
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and more individuality and ingenui-
ty. Modern Italian warplanes are 
among the world's best. Breda, 
Caproni, Savoia·Marchetti, Romeo, 
Fiat-all of them old reliable com-
panies who have been in the busi-
ness for years, are turning out new 
designs that compare most favorably 
with any airplane of the same type 
produced anywhere else in the 
world. 
Italian warplanes are playing an 
important role in Spain today against 
American, Russian and French ma-
chines. Their excellence in stamina 
and performance has been proved 
many times over Spain's rebel and 
loyalist fronts. However, Italy's 
modern aircraft received an out-
standing test in the recent Ethiopian 
campaign despite the fact that there 
was little or no opposition from the 
Africans. Long range reconnais-
sance and bombardment flights were 
made. Supplies were flown up to 
besieged Italian troops. In fact, 
practically every possible duty the 
airplane could be put to was done 
by the Italians in Ethiopia. It was 
there that Mussolini's airmen learn-
ed what their war-planes lacked so 
far as actual wartime operations 
were concerned. And the Ethiopian 
"proving grounds" has done much 
toward making the newer Italian 
fighting and other military aircraft 
arriong the best in the world today. 
-Popular Aviation. 
Britain, s Death Angel 
England's vast R.A.F. rearmament pro· 
gram includes a staggering order for hun· 
dreds of Bristol "Blenheim" bombers. 
Capable of flying 1,000 miles non-stop 
with a full load of bombs and armaments, 
the Blenheim is by far the deadliest air-
plane of its kind in the British empire to-
day. Several hundred now are under con-
struction both at the Bristol factory and a 
"shadow factory." If Lord Rothermere of 
Great Britain had not wanted a high speed 
transport for his own personal use, England 
may never have had the deadly bomber she 
has today. It was 1934 that Lord Rother· 
mere contracted with the Bristol company 
for a high-speed twin·engined airplane. The 
Bristol company dubbed its design Model 
No. 142. Rothermere liked the name "Brit· 
ain First" better. Later, however, when 
the refined version of the "Britain First" 
made its appearance as a full-fledged bom-
ber, it was given its present name, the 
Bristol Blenheim. In the Blenheim, Britain 
has one of the deadliest warplanes a-wing. 
Although the air ministry has kept the 
ship's performance figures secret, it is 
known that Lord Hothermere's original ship 
was docked at 268 m.p.h. It has been re· 
ported that the Blenheim . increased that 
speed to 279 m.p.h. with a full load at 
14,000 feet. According to Society of British 
Aircraft Constructors, Ltd., the Blenheim 
is all metal and the wings and fuselage are 
covered with metal stressed skin. Power-
ed with two 840 h.p. supercharged engines, 
the Blenheim is said to have a speed of 274 
m.p.h. at 20,000 feet and a service ceiling 
of 30,000 feet. 
*ARMS OVER EUROPE* 
By CURT L. HEYMANN 
"Prepare in careful peace-time work for 
the day of destiny, which we do not long for 
but which will find us ready, the day when 
the Fuehrer and Supreme Commander of 
the armed [ore£s call you . .. _ " 
-General Werner von Fritsch, 
Chief of Staff of the German Army 
Quotations like the above are the 
alpha and omega of Italy's and Ger-
many's nationalism. Hitler's and 
Mussolini's vast armament pro-
grams do not aim merely at the 
unification and strength of their na-
tions as both dictators have tried to 
pretend. Mussolini's course is shown 
in Ethiopia, Spain, and the Medi-
terranean. Hitler's Mein Kampf 
points to the policy of the Third 
Reich. Past and present show that 
the ambition of dictators knows 
neither satisfaction nor climax. 
Italy emerged from the World 
War as a doubtful victor but her 
national unity remained intact. Ger-
many, defeated, impoverished, and 
on the verge of national collapse, 
regained her internal strength and 
kept her national unity under a 
democratic rule. But nationalistic 
pride never swallowed the pill of 
defeat and it required a dictatorship 
to make her raceconscious. 
Where there was once a United 
Italy, there is now a Greater United 
Italy, a pseudo Roman Empire, but 
an Empire at last. Where there was 
once a Kaiser with his satellites 
Tirpitz and Zimmermann, there is 
now a Hitler with his Goering and 
Goebbels. The Italians reached out 
across the sea and posed as con-
querors. The Germans have not 
overstopped the Reich's boundaries. 
Not yet. Germany is satisfying her 
war-like appetite in Spain, the Furor 
Teutonicus joining hands with the 
Fascismo Furioso in a bloody dress 
rehearsal which-not only in a mili-
tary sense-is to test that symmetri-
cal figure: the Berlin-Rome axis. 
Yet, whereas an axis, mathemati-
cally speaking, is a straight line, 
this imaginary figure across the 
Continent turned out to have some 
rough edges and soon took a zigzag 
shape. Touching Austrian independ-
ence it jumped up and down like a 
stock-exchange-graph on a bull day; 
it was bumpy when it reached mu-
tual interests in the Danubian Basin; 
and when the mathematicians 
Messrs. Schacht and Neurath tried 
to construct an extension line to the 
Balkans, that good old axis squeak· 
ed . as if it had not been properly 
oiled. Hungary, so close to the 
dictators' hearts, refused to turn 
her frozen credits in Germany into 
armament orders from the Reich, 
because the events in Spain dis-
credited the reputation of. the Ger-
man armament industries. With re-
gard to Spain, especially Guadala-
jara, and in view of British rearma-
ment, it looked for a time as if the 
ingenious engineers in Rome and 
Berlin had built that transcontinen-
tal line to bolster their troubles 
rather than to let their triumphs 
rotate. 
Since dictatorships need glory, 
something had to be done about it. 
The picture changed when Marshal 
von Blomberg appeared in Rome and 
began his inspection of the Italian 
armed forces. As was not otherwise 
to be expected, it did not calm the 
atmosphere. Instead, closer military 
operation between the two fascist 
powers was mapped out. Whether 
a German-Italian military pact ac-
tually exists or not does not matter. 
The two fascist states co-operate 
like formal allies. This child, too, 
had to receive a name, and Virginio 
Gayda, semi-official spokesman for 
Mussolini, called it in the authorita-
tive Giornale d' ltalia "a defensive 
entente." 
Consequently, the "defensive" 
strength of both nations cannot be 
viewed separately. They must be 
considered as a military unit. Such 
an understanding in the military 
field also requires close economic 
operation, and in this connection the 
conversations which General Goer-
ing, as executor of the Four-Year 
plan, has had in Rome are likewise 
significant. Baron von Neurath also 
carefully examined all questions be-
tween Italy and-Germany. 
Gernrany's Forces 
Reviewing the Third Reich's actu-
al fighting forces, I shall first quote 
from a survey of the German Busi· 
ness Research Institute which was 
issued early this year. According 
to it, the world's armament expendi· 
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is entitled to build up her naval 
forces to 35 per cent of the total 
British tonnage. That percentage 
incidentally gives Germany the right 
to build a navy as large as Britain's 
home fleet, and Britain's colossal 
rearmament program will give the 
Reich an unexpected increase of her 
nava l force. The German Admiral-
ty last July issued the following 
figures for the strength of the navy 
by June 1941: Five battleships of 
26,000 to 35,000 tons, three pocket 
battleships of the Deutschland cla~s, 
two aircraft carriers, fourteen crms-
ers, forty destroyers, including a 
number of heavy-tonnage torpedo 
boats, and submarines with a total 
tonnage of about 23,000. 
tures increased from ten billion 
marks in 1913 to more than three 
times that number in 1936. It was 
not revealed whether these figures 
were supposed to include German 
rearmament, but presumably they 
did not, since the survey remarked 
that "Germany holds a special posi-
tion in these armaments as it was 
retarded by the Treaty of Versailles." 
Since 1934 Germany has attained 
more or less equality with France, 
for which reason the question arises 
whether a 20,000,000,000-mark "sup-
plementary armament requirement" 
has been expended since. These 
·"supplementary expenditures" over 
and above revenues are estimated at 
27,000,000,000 marks, which is the 
estimated figure for the total addi-
tional public indebtedness. ltalfJ~S For•ces 
The Banker, a London monthly, The Fascist Grand Council last 
credited with special facilities for March voted to throw all Italy's re-
the correct analysis of conditions sources into creating a war machine 
in the Reich, said in a recent issue capable of defending I taly against 
that the German military expendi- any adversary. This followed Mus-
tures for 1936-37 will reach the gi- solini's declaration that" we always, 
gantic total of 12,600,000,000 marks. in the course of a few hours and 
This huge military budget contrasts after a simple order, can mobilize 
with one of 1,019,000,000 marks in 8,000,000 men." The fascist govern-
] 934-35. At the end of the 1936-37 ment embarked on its huge arma-
period, Germany, The Banker stated, ment program soon after the break-
will in four years have spent upon ing of the ltalo-Ethiopian contra-
arms 31,100,000,000 marks. versy. Although no official informa-
rlR..J.IY: As in the case of the tion is available, it is estimated that 
budget, secrecy prevails as to the the enormous sum of about $630,-
strength of Germany's land and air 000,000 will be spent until the re-
forces. But while the Third Reich armament program is complete by 
shuns publicity in this respect, too, the end of this year. 
her army is generally estimated at A.R1l1Y: Taking Mussolini's figure 
800,000 men, so far the largest stand- of 8,000,000 men for granted, his 
ing army of any power with the ex- army would be composed as follows: 
ception of Soviet Russia. Rebuilt 450 000 in the active army; 900,000 
on the scheme of the old Imperial active reserves; and 5,600,000 inac-
army, but in addition highly mech- tive reserves. To this can be added 
anized and motorized, it is organiz- youths of pre-military training, be-
eel in four group commands and tween 18 and 21 years old, who have 
thirteen army corps with a general undergone physical and military 
staff of brilliant officers, who stood drill since childhood. This would 
their test in the world war. make a grand total of well over 
.t.IR FORCE: Liddell· Hart, the 8,000,000 men. Only Russia could 
British military expert, estimated probably mobilize an equal force so 
Germany's air force at the end of rapidly. 
1936 at 1,200 first-line planes. On AIR FOHCE: Next to her mass-
the basis of the best available data, eel and trained manhood, Italy's 
she has now about 1,800 first-line strength lies in her air force. Ac· 
military aircraft, a force about equal cording to Mussolini, it is being 
to Britain's. A reserve plane strength built up to ma tch Italy's new im-
of at least 100 per cent can be taken perial responsibilities. Last July it 
fc?r l_Sranted. About one-half of the 1 was announced in Rome that sixty 
<llr force are probably bombers, and new airports were under construe-
at least half of them can carry a ton tion. The air force personnel is 
or more of explosives. According to es timated at about: 36,000 men, with 
Genenll Goering, commander of the some 6 000 reserve pilots in case of 
Air Force, it is now Germany's goal war. :fhe estimates on her first-
to equal the air power of France and line planes vary between 1;500 and 
Russia combined. 2,50:J. If she reaches her goa l by 
-~·'  VY: By the terms of the Anglo- , 1941, s he will have an ai~· armada of 
German- naval agreement, Germany more than 4,000 first-hne combat 
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machines. 
NAVY: Italy's navy is kept at full 
strength and will be expanded to 
meet any British threat in the Medi-
terranean. "As England bui lds, Italy 
will build " is the slogan. The navy 
persmmel' has recently been increas-
ed from 60,000 to 100,000 men. Many 
light warships are being added to 
two 35 000-ton battleships now under constr~ction. Ten new submarines 
have been completed. By the end of 
this year her total strength in sub-
marines should be around 100. New 
naval bases have been constructed 
on Elba and at Taranto in Southern 
Italy. Lybia and Tripoli have been 
strengthened, the entire scheme 
having the objective to solidify 
Italy's position in the Central and 
Eastern Mediterranean. 
I! Duce concluded his African 
venture with a pax romana, i.e. a 
glorious peace, and shortly a~ter­
ward expressed hope for long penods 
of peace. However, he hastened to 
add that an eternal peace was ab-
surd and impossi ble. He, obviously, 
has become familiarized with the 
Nietzschean philosophy that war is 
a necessary element in the life of 
mankind. Needless to stress that 
in this he is fully supported by Nazi 
ideology. 
But it has been reported that the 
German General Staff has sent a 
warning to Hitler not to involve 
Germ any in a general European war, 
because the German army was not 
yet ready for a trial at arms. C<;lllld 
Marshal von Blomberg have VOiced 
a similar warning to Mussolini? Or 
could it be that the Germans, recall· 
ing how Italy dropped out of the 
Triple Entente in 1914, are not so 
sure about their fascist ally? In this 
gamble, played by fanatics wit_h 
frenzied zeal, the players bold then· 
aces in the ho!e.--Current Histor/. 
BOOK REVIEWS 
Major B. V.C. Bodley: 
Tile D1•ama of tile 
Paeifie 
The Travel Bulletin, N.Y.K. 
Despite some· blemishes, thi s book 
is tan talizingly sti mulating and a t times 
distress ingly contradictory. To begin with, 
the author's bes t p iece of work in the 
book is the planning of it~ Here 
we heartily congratulate · him. He shows 
chapter ]Jy chaplet· how the drama of the 
Pacific is being enacted. He points out the 
geogmphical 11mits of the stage and which 
arc its wings. He demonstrates who are 
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the leading actors and the walkers-on. He 
adequately shows that Japan is the star 
artist, and that that star is approaching the 
zenith of its brightness. He shows how the 
first three acts have been given to the world 
public, and that the final act and denoue-
ment will probably surprise the world. Just 
what that denouement is likely to be the 
author does not venture to predict, though 
reading between the lines one can judge 
what he believes it will be, and also earnest-
ly hopes it will be, viz., Japan's domination 
~fthe Orient and her ultimate expansion. 
He shows what is true when he writes ·that 
"Russia and China are popular with the 
gallery; the stalls favour England and 
Japan. The dress circle has a penchant for 
the United States and the British Domin· 
ions, and the whole house is generally bored 
when the chorus takes any part in the per-
formance." In expressions of this kind, 
Major Bodley is at his best. 
Major Bodley is quite entertaining when 
referring to the Mandated Islands, though 
his best is not as good as Willard Price's 
by long chalks. Major Bodley is a close 
observer, and always has something more 
interesting to say about peoples than about 
facts. One detects in him a very charming 
conversationalist in the mess or drawing· 
room, but especially in the mess. 
The author has seen much of life in many 
parts of the world, and we have here the 
views of an entertaining literary vagabond 
on questions which are before the world at 
the present time in a manner that few if 
any can afford to brush aside. 
Omori Harris: 
Japanese Tales of 
all Ages 
The Times Literary Supplement, 
London, Oct. 2. 1997. 
With the exception of two fabulous le-
gends concerning the Sun Goddess and 
other tutelary deities, who moved in the 
misty dawn of Japanese history, and a few 
pretty fairy tales, such as " The Nightingale 
Princess," Mr. Harris's collection consists 
of stories, familiar to every Japanese school-
boy, about the nation's heroes, ancient and 
modern, from swashbuckling Friar Benkei, 
hero of many a lively feudal foray, down to 
General Nogi and Admiral Togo of the 
Russo·Japanese war. They tell of brave 
deeds and tragic events in the lives of Dai 
Nippon's most famous warriors and worthies 
through the ages, men whose names are r e-
verenced in all the land because of t heir 
loyalty, courage, or statecraft in the service 
of sovereign or feudal lord. 
Moving tales, such as that of Masashige's 
heroic defence of Chihaya Castle, or that of 
the 47 Ron in, are part of the" great inherit· 
ance," the. Yamato Damashii, which has in· 
spired and moulded the mentality of the 
Japanese people and provided a moral back-
ground of fortitude for their rapid material 
progress. But not all these stories are grim 
and gory. Some record incidents in the 
lives of men whose enduring fame is due to 
their simple honesty and virtue, and others, 
such as the joking philosopher Hikozaemon, 
who are remembered for what they achieved 
by brave and blunt humour. As a whole, 
the book fulfils its a1.1thor's purpose by pre· 
senting in sequence some of the salient 
features of the nation's history. 
Dear Mrs. Harris, 
Chichibu-maru 
Sept. 30. 
These are wonderful stories. Then too 
the style is so charming-glints of mirth and 
lilts of poetry. I suppose its scholarly value 
is greater than its pleasure· giving qualities, 
and no doubt Mr. Harris is right in saying 
that only by seeing things thro your eyes 
could he get the real meaning and force of 
them. It's beyond us Americans with only 
300 years of history to keep straight the 
long course of Japanese history, but the 
little sign·posts in the way of comparative 
dates in this book are a great aid. I just 
delighted in the book. 
Yours very sincerely, 
EDNA GRESSETT. 
History of Japanese 
Education & Present 
Educational System 
By Hugh Ll. Keenleyside, M.A., Ph. D., F.R. 
Hist. S., and A.F. Thomas, M.A. (Oxon. ), 
M.R.S.T. 
The Bulletin of the Institute for Research 
in English Teaching, Tokyo. 
The authors had a very wide field to 
cover, so wide that within the limits of one 
volume they had to confine themselves · to 
the bare facts, omitting discussion of meth-
ods or suggestion of reforms. Tliey wise· 
ly let the facts spea.k for themselves, oc-
casionally emphasizing such features as the 
tremendous strain imposed upon the Jap· 
anese student by the competitive examina-
tion system, and implying that the effort 
expended is out of proportion to the results 
obtained; but lack of space bas prevented 
them from developing their researches into 
an interpretative history -a study of the 
Japanese as moulded by education. 
The work is divided into four parts deal· 
ing with historical background, administra· 
tive machinery, types of schools, and mis· 
cellaneous matter ranging from physical 
and religious education to the Hirao Plan 
of 1936. Every assistance was given to the 
authors by the Monbusho, with the result 
that the statistical information is plentiful 
and thoroughly up to date. Certain diagram· 
matic illustrations enable the reader to 
comprehend the ramifications of depart-
mental organization much more readily 
than pages of description could do, and 
the careful outline of the development of 
educational facilities during the Meiji Era 
provides material not only for a compara· 
tive study of J apanese and Western meth-
ods, but for gaining an insight into the 
ideals and aims of the national leaders of 
the time. • ...•••.•. 
Not only the specialist in education, but 
the general reader, will find much to attract 
him, more especially in the descriptions of 
student life, the ·relations between student 
and teacher, and the cultivation of the 
national spirit; further, he will meet with 
much that is stimulative and thought-provok· 
ing. Does this history of education in Japan 
provide an answer to the question: Why is 
it that Englishmen and Americans resident 
in Japan, one of the Great Powers, do not 
send their children to at least the elementary 
schools in this country? To those who read 
between the lines, it does. The educational 
system of Japan is the most intensely 
national in the world. Again, from the 
point of view of a child's progress, there is 
the question of the time spent on the writ· 
ten language. The authors throughout stress 
the tragic mistake or lack of foresight which 
led Japan to adopt the Chinese script in· 
stead of inventing one of her own, and thus 
handicap her people for all time. It is dif· 
ficult for the \ill esterner to comprehend the 
nature of the disability under whi!!h Jap-
anese youth suffers-the terrible waste of 
time, the mental strain, the psychological 
effects produced in learning thousands of 
complicated ideographs. 
G. Fnjihuru: 
The Spirit of 
Japanese Industry 
Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, 
Universitaet Kiel 
Vor etwa achtzig Jahren hat in Japan die 
moderne Entwicklung begonnen, und dank 
der Aufnahme europaischer und amerikani· 
scher Zivilisation hat Japan seither im poli· 
tischen wie auch im okonomischen Leben 
rasche Fortschritte zu erzielen vermocht. 
Nichtsdestoweniger sind in neuester Zeit in 
Japan eifrige Bestrebungen im Gange, zu 
der dem Volke eigentiimlichen Kultur zu-
riickzufindeu, Best rebungen iibrigens, die 
durchaus nicht voriibergehenden Interessen 
e inzelner Gelehrten entspringen, sondern 
die vielmehr in der gegenwartigen dringen· 
den Notlage des Landes wurzeln. Nun, da 
seit der Umstellung Japans auf die westliche 
Zivilisation viele Jahrzehnte verflossen sind, 
stosst man im Lande a uf Schwierigkeiten 
in der sozialokonomischen Organisation 
einerseits, wie anderseits in der Stellung 
Japans auf dem Weltmarkt. Zur Ueber· 
windung dieser Schwierigkeiten sucht Japan 
nun in der Besinnung auf den ibm eigenen 
Volkscharakter eine geeignete Losungsme-
thode zu finden. 
Das vorliegende Buch ist das Ergebnis 
soleher FordeTUngen. Der Au tor ist in Japan 
als Direktor einer grossen Papierfabrik und 
als Mitglied des Oberhauses weit bekannt. 
Das W erk, das bier zur Besprechung gelan· 
gt, ist die englische Uebersetzung der im ver· 
gangenen Jahre erschienenen japanischen 
Auflage; die derselben zugrunde l iegende 
Absicht kommt in folgendem Ausspruch des 
Autors zum Ausdruck (S. V): ,It was writ· 
ten for my own countrymen, whom I wished 
to inspire with confidence in the future of 
Japanese industry." Aus diesem Buche ist 
also zu ersehen, wie ein Praktiker iiber die 
heutige industrielle Frage· in Japan denkt, 
und welche Losung er dafiir findet. Mit 
der Forderung naeh streng systematischer 
Darstellung dar£ allerdings an das W erk 
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nicht herangetreten werden. Die Au出 hr-IJapan wasn't taking any chances of . _ _ 1composite aircraft. 組合ぜ飛行機(設IJj
ungen des Autors， die mit interessanten 1 放任して震いて給呆た待t:うなど与云ふ 1 I~ 文中にあリ)
Beispielen belegt sind， werden durch ein-I 事らしなかっt: . 1 “pickaback" take-off. 負んぷ離水(説明
gestreute unterhaltsame Erzal山 ngenuber-1 nipped the Russian plot . . .ロジヤの計量 1 I~文中 l こわリ)
aus fesselnd gestaltet， und dem entspricht 1 た未1ご設ぜざるlこ坐折さぜた 1 gain tlying speed. 飛揚カら持てる λ ヒー
auch die吋，oneAussta山 ngdes Buches. 1 Itsimply isn't in that great， lu帥 ering1 ドら得ろ
Das Buch gli出 rts凶 in~r_ei _Teile. D.er I ~"~!n~;~ ・・・あの大きな府み1:いな闘1:1I double take-off. 上記の負んぶ離水 の事、
erste TeiI gibt einen Ueb的 lickuber die 1 戦争が出来るなんて柄ち・弔ない | 組合ぜ離水
G吋 i出 eder japanischen Ind附 ieninleanbeωuntedout. 支那 I~問題にならない 1 “ nurse ship." 給油機
moderner Zeit. Eine Menge wichtiger I blow the lid of. おっ始めるにらう、(元l
Dinge und GぬieteNIdenden Gegenstand| 来野球のジーズνら姶める事1e意味しれiI ae巾 Imerchantmen. 通商機
der Betrachtung des AutωO 同 wiぬe:町 Ba叩u山山l町昨I
wollg伊an叫 Bau山山1¥川川叩1日もWvo叶01汁汎Ig伊e引、叫川 Schi叫叫任出f任fb叫 1-Lいしい、 1 aircraft procurement programme. 飛行
Schiffsfrachten. Elektrizitiits-und Kraft-1. ": -.. .• • . .. I 
rke，ムmisc町ん In叫d，伽u凶1
巾， S臼臼ticks臼叫ωぱf任fdun同g伊e九K王u凹叩ns叫S山tseide，Ma叫日叶| 泊府:1にこ光んじて一準た食釦iば工ぜ7穴: 1 Page 4 
お:tzJ誌niとl;uh;ごとお25詰1~ag~.2... ......... . .. 1 m.p.h.=miles p釘 hour.
bem伽 u~dd~;;;it'di; h;~ti~;-St~lïu-n-~-~-;;i 1 hurdle arctic wastes. 瞭漠t:る北氷洋た Ik・p.h.=kilometers.per hour. 
d仇e印IロmW巴elt凶ma町叫rktωter町rUI1
De町r口Z¥V附eite匂 Te日i江1des Buches b叫 r凶 t?ie Iぬre←bladedpropell比三枚麹プロ A ラーI I問機械飛行スピード
Ur 町 her吋 e町rs町chn羽111問凶児叫el山
r伐tn認れ1マ古芯3h問貯枕肘1r担灼?汽ηうウ;?わ?子2鵠恐J告引誌制¥1ミお叫4詑き吹?で問?詰6叫?詔Zz却叫2訂凶J』出目出引;苦;¥凡長出2詳詳叩央門吋:司羽品瓦山:ゴ5昨;恐緊賠t肢閃号釘7戸着
5誌;二ご:士?叶;三出半;弘:Z斗?eヘi川bぷ 2;一ら£ドよ凶Jrr3fLbWL叫 |z:;?法九叫主宰JIl型
削;{tu~ï~le-~~~-t. -Y':;;;~I~"th~-;:";~nt;;l di~~ I 開拓しれ I Th~l\i~~ti~: 例の T ルチン税問機の令枇
cipline叫 tivatedby tbe Japanese forωtu-I !o~cedT!t do，;~.: 不時茄1e~捻儀なくさぜた I id~~úfic~t-i~n I~tters. 機憾表示文字
ries， and technical印戸川町 largrlydue |Jules vme(lm叩 05)プラン スの冒険小 IiID~~ぃThe Chief. (~II ち制oの法、ィ
35むeLr:;irJ口;芯JUtJZJ;;l ft家有名なろ「岬八十八1周腕」の著| タい託、ムッソリーニの事吋す
:;ti::icbJIL;??となfej:;J;:まla品 ibian叫 .s 水隙雨用ルグ lz:K1522312二or立てZif人乗)
while the e飴cientway of 0耶111Z1昭 tl~;i; I as link~ in .a ~afety chain. 安全連鎖線上 laringoutside ofthepropellerarc- プロ
work is an interesting factor.“U山 'il3_ens1 の一環として 1 A ラーの抱料純問外から後砲する
は auchdi白川町1voll von出 zvollenG廿 It.~ans~ol訂 plane. 般地縦断飛行機 I extr~ rack~ 此虎でI~係分の爆開取付装置
仙 hten，die den S臼ta】
g伊e帥叩凶ktにdbeleu叫cht】吐由削胞凶e臼剖n. 管波 | 
l長1251iieitjiSiIiむ231UJ品 ry 問 |こ新lI!i'I ~世間日開制
~i~g~h~~'d;~"Un't~~.~~h~'~i~;;:-;~;;;b~'i -e~:d~; 1 代た到しつ Lわる 1 t;o-pla~~ bi~lane fighter.ob拙 vation
Hau向 ewichtauf die "offensive policy“I P~n_ A~~ri伺u c1ipper ship=Pan Ameト，-'shi~: 復刻脱税|苅粂偵察機
legt仁. Dies fa叫 e訂r削 g伊en凶d山e目E口ma
n (S. 1臼36):"If J apan wer悶etωO】imi凶tat怜eI -機、猶c1ipper. 大型快遮機 1 
5JZ:21ta;;J二21:;dbleb出 zthirdImperialAirways 蜘凶航的|TiE:鷲見込む山川米関俗諸白
Man伽ku.~ bl~c， she wo~ld ha;:~ t~ give up I D~~巾che Lufthansa. ドイク ルブ トρ| 嶋本と力、自動車の虫日告機械ら云ふ
?;;JffZ:;?t?;t::la::lit-JZ:::なt:;lvザ航空合枇 、 1 Page 5 
adopt a negative pol町 J~p~~:- ;';h;~;; 1 air-and-water craft. 水降雨用機 1 supplies were ftown up to . . .飛行機で総
manifest destiny is to -exploit the world I c1ip. 時間た短縮すろ | 迭されれ
market for her industl'ial products， should I sky Iiner. 航空定期船 I proving ground. 試射場(火砲及ぴ爆1車等
assume the ~~ensi ve. She has n~. u;_e. for 1 cruising radius. 飛行々動牛径 ! の)
jt:52jl在日!主詰jぜ11325;ょrctf官側所、例の|:e立すなsty-改諮の工場
tho'de zur Bel叫 u昭 der geg叩wiirt伊~I ポーイ〆グ爆務機のがーイング也 1 !.ull~~e~ged bo~ber. 純爆撃機
Schwierigkeiten in Japan-;in-d nicht-so I atthe contro]s. 操縦席にあって、 Cont-I Berlin-Rome axis. 伯林ローマ植紬
ganz einfach zu entscheiden. Zweifellos I rols IJ:..操縦装置也 | 1...;.....，- . '......... !~'If''''''~lJ;，iJ...l.!.!.I ，..， _. 1 Page 6. 
aber werden die darin ve山 ete!，en~nsi.cht~n I Sikorsky clipper. ジコルスキイ(機)型グ|
ei訂nesP叫此el'叫eid白e印E町m山 r北ke伺nEin訂叫ld出n附ト.，
4氏紅郎:包む1日:叫込はtt羽拙記泣?主泣3Liむ民Wirku山叩n昭ga叫uぱf汁‘官位i2品みwe附s“伽t何wa副吋山ぽ例…o糊鎚i同n昭E 悶難な西|ド…tふヰR早主ιLお2誌二?汗号官5i広ぶイ川云副λふ、
Prof. Yuzo Yamada， z. Z. BerlinI 'J " ，"'.， I first-Iine planes. 第一線の飛行機
I Page 3. I German Admiralty. ドイ;l>海軍省
【詮】 Page1・ Isup釘 -charged. 過給器の装備わる 1 pocket battleship. ポケYトT成紙
Hsinking. 新京 I interplanetary. 遊昼間の I Fascist Grand CounciI.伊太平IJ7ァグジλ
ran sho凶 ofchange. t]、金がなくなっt: I compressed air. Jl]霊搾空気 | ト大評議合(:最高合議)
self-styled war lords. 自稀軍閥 I airgun. ~気銃 I Nietzschean. ニチーエの(Nietzsche1844・
Mukden. 奉天 Ilaunching ship. 飛行機母舵(飛行機た離 1900. ドイクの哲学者)
if Japan hadn't stepped into . . .若し 日本| 臨巴しむる装置か有する般) I pax romana. ローマの卒和(ラテν諾)
lこして満洲の舞;護lこ乗り出さなかっ1:ら I catapuIting the big planes. 大きい飛行 ITriple Entente. 三閣協商(世界大戦笛時
Go Soviet. 'Jグヱト化す | 機らカタパルトから離陸さぜる | の英併露三図)
NOVEMBER THE POLE STAR MONTHLY f第三縄郵便物認可、 II 
バラ 編輯室から ..-G' 
日遜月歩と t~ 目下飛行機と飛行術の進歩
に就て云はるべき言葉である、日 i二日に新性
能の飛行機が作リ出され日l二日に新記録が
生まれつ%ある。太卒洋沿殺に横断する米図
グ ~7 -'f-機の定期]航空路の開始 tr 既日新
らLぃ話でtrなくなっt~ 0 Pan American 
Airways 合枇Ir今度tvl~園西海岸から新商
蘭への航空路に着目しつ Lある。 British
Imperial AirwaysとPanAmericanの雨合
祉合同のアイルラ V ドとユウプアウ〆ドラ
〆ド問の大関ヨ四スたー飛ぴでやる航空白 路
の掬設Ir今や既定的計萱である。之れと杓感
じて南太苧洋アy-レス群島た経由して太
卒洋航空路の開設ら計聾して居るの l二ドイ
少のル7トρνザ合枇がある。更に温般のソ
聯の毛スヨ申・グア ;Y?!ウゲアー間の三回の
飛行tr一回Ir失敗uこが毛系ヨウ・市俄古及
u'屯 λヨ守.f，s:育問の北橡航路開拓の準備と
して知られて居るものであるoy聯の異存者逮
tr 其航空除の安全た期する t~ め l こ水陸雨 1日
の~:;/?!た北氷洋上の永の上 lこ待機さぜる
とか特別なる給ilh機ら飛行さぜるとか言「愛
して居ると云ふ事である。ドイ少のか 7トρ
るノザ合枇でl工既に郵便物の太卒洋主主総 tr寅
施中であるが尚俊1也事占では母船，"，準備じに
給油其他|二備へ且つ力担バルト式飛湖1è~
行しつ hある然し此等の合枇中最 L靭f)Ifrな
計蜜た行って屠る LのIr英図 fν 巳 1)アル・
zアウ z イ令批であって、同祉1:(空中給油と
「負んぷ式離水」案ら試験'1>であるが其後者
lこ$.つてはiEしく珍中の珍計登である。飛行
艇と飛行機与三選た重ねて置いて飛行艇の
水上滑走で離水してから、飛行艇丈げ切り離
して元へ策水すると云ふものである。員lこ現
今の飛行J'!llr一年と云はず雨三ヶ月内iこさ
へ?!':;/ ?!'ν面目た一新しつ hある。
x x x 
イ担。ーの航空界が再三再四水上機に依
る λピード記録た樹立し来つれ盛丸Ir徐り
にL著名な話であるが、イタ 1)_空軍1:(今や
陸軍機其他lこし大改革た焔して推lb推さ
れ Lゼね世界最強空軍の-1:lて主主出し来
った本月号車でtr主L我親善図の空軍の雄姿ら
うかVふベ〈米人の筆になる一文た載ぜて
佳いれ。他の一文Ir欧洲軍備の一端た俸へる
狗伊雨閣の軍備lIk況の記事である。
x x x 
l/a般ローマ法皇が日支事霊童lこ於げるソゲ
:c _ト lこ望号する日本の立場lこ金制的支持ら
墜IリJ~ れt:事Ir一大センセージヨナル的な
問題であったが巻頭の一文tr同じくカト 1)
ヲグ敬の官イ 1)7.4氏が銃l二雨三ヶ月前 1:
FI 本のf1tj露態度た支持して後表し t~論文の
抜奉である。喧葉なる排日盆{事の裡に此の知
~土があるのかと思へ11."嬉しい限りである。
x x x 
出版部の本l工相愛らず諸外鴎で好評らも
って批評ぜられつ%ある。其中の一部た放い
てま1日iこかげる事と lt~o*，):1 二日 ν F' ;y ，:!Iイ
ム λ紙がキ _;y1)イサイド及ぴトマス氏の
「日本数育典J 及U'，，~ ス氏の「日本物語」の
批評1e載ぜて居るのは注目iこ値する。又「支
那事童話と日本」民主主々好評低l二大阪毎貿り議
きうとして成る、我等の出版報凶の念願が達
成ぜられつ hあるのた見ーに喜(j勺こ耐えない
断である。「世界の蒙ら啓 U: め l こ」之れI~
我々のすi母L念頭俗去らざる念願である。
始めて出版された英文日本数育史!!!
*書Iま上古より我文運の因って来れる所を示し‘現在の教育制度を詳
錯して其長短を指摘せんとするものである。最新にして最も信還すべ
き材料に依接L各種調装豊富。内外人を聞はずー請すべき唯一のa本
教育史てるる・
HISTORY OF JAPANESE 
EDUCATION 
and Present 
Edneational System 
Dr. HUGH LL. KEENLEYSIDE 
Lilte Membε，. ofthe Co開 cilof the AJIiltic 
A.F. THOMAS M.A. (OXON) 
Profeuoγザ EngliJhin the Uni屯eru旬。f
Literilture and Scien皿、 Toky。
9~x6~" 365 tages. C/oth. 1'5.00 
I~河叩川is stl川1
relied upon and have r町ec凹eiv、eda gre目a拭tdeal of a剖sIsはtanc閃efrom the ]apanese De-
par此tme叩nt0ぱfEducation (the Mo凹【n】busぬho叫). This assistance has been given freely 
and generously. Due to the high degree of centralization of the ]apanese Educa-
tional System， moreover， ithas been possible to obtain from the Department ac-
curate and detailed information concerning matters that in other countries would 
have required prolonged and repeated enquiries in diverse local communities. 
A word should also be added. with regard to the statistics employed in this 
study. These have been taken in general from the.Report published in English in 
1936 but covering the years 1929-1930. (This delay in the publication of statistics 
is a constant but not particularly important factor that must be taken into con-
sideration in any study of ]apanese education). Fortunately for the authors' pur.・
pose there have been no radical changes in the statistical picture during the last 
seven years. N evertheless， wherever it has been necessary or desirable， later figures 
have been obtained from unpublished sources and have been used here with the 
authority and approval of the Department of Education. -From tlu Prifa~1 
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One 01 the Greotest Lyricists 01 
.41 Time 普普普普
L I • J)()Tl凶 hinesePoet 
李白詩集
(Bevilled Edition， With Chinelle Textll) 
Done into EngliJh r.，.u砂ShigeyoshiObata 
HandJome{y伽 ndin CI，叫. 256 tagu. 2.50 POJtilgt 12 m.. 
• There are ballads， and travels， and poems to the emperor， 
and moon， lotus， peach tree， picture screen and temple poems. 
There is sadness， and there is joy， and beauty lurks every. 
where'. The work is Irmpid， luminous， plangent， musical， with 
a fine definiteness of outline and colour in the phrasing. 
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OMORI HARRIS 
Author ~f'" Lotu; through the Slime " 
360 pageJ Price ¥2.80 in Japan 
Postage 14 sm 
CONTENTS 
The Beginning of Things The Story of Uyesugi Kenshin 
The Land of Death Takeda Shingen and Kawanakajima 
The Rabbit of Inaba Fukuden-maru 
The Dawn of Japan's History Little Monkey ~Face 
The Robe of Feathers Hideyoshi Among the Pries~s 
Shotoku Taishi The Taiko Hideyoshi 
The Nightingale Prince~$ Okubo Hikozayemon 
Ishido ~maru Hikozayemon and the P lum Tre11e 
Ushiwaka-maru lsshin Tasuke 
How Two Warriors Swam the Ujigawa Shiobara Tasuke 
How They Came Down the Hiyodorigoe Hidari Jingoro 
How Nasu-no Yoichi Shot the Fan Chushingura : The Revenge of the Forty-
Kanjinchc Seven 
Issun-boshi The Rolling Potatoes 
The Defence of Chihaya Castle Ninomiya Sontoku and Hanawa Hokiichi 
Masashige Dies at Minatog;awiil Byakko-tai: The Young Heroes of Aizu 
Ikkyu the Priest Fukuzawa Yukichi 
Ikkyu, the Wizard and the Innkeeper Two Modern Heroes: Nogi and T ogo 
Mr. Omori Harris, of whose widely-read novel "Lotus through the Slime " 
the London Times said,---" No book of travel or sociological study could give us 
a more vivid and truthful picture of modern Japan "--has written a fascinating 
story of the Japanese nation in the form of well -known tales from nat ive sources 
of its heroes and outstanding events, from the cloudland era of the gods down to 
the present day, limned with light touches and in prismatic colours. His object, 
as the author says in his preface, was two-fold-to present an outline of affairs 
throughout the nation's history, and in the tales themselves to show the Western 
world something .of the mental inheritance that has gone to the shaping of 
modern Japan ~ 
Not only are these stories entertaining and absorbing to read, but they serve 
at the same time as a good index and most convenient approach to the mental 
make·up of the nat ion, whose people have been familiar with them almost from 
their cradles. The Japanese sense of humour is often said to be elusive for 
Westerners, but readers of this volume will learn really to laugh with the Japa-
nese. Each nation has its own sense of justice and code of honour, even its own 
technique of teasing and deceiving; on all these things the stories cast a clear 
and penetrating light, showing up in turn the various facets of the r acial 
character. But, after all, perhaps the most impor tant thing for the casual book· 
buyer is that they are so well written that they read like a novel, with never a 
dull sentence from cover to cover; interesting to children as well as to grown-
ups, these "Tales of All Alles" are especia lly indispensable to fore ign students 
of Japanese educa tion. 
b_y Thomas FawcetL 
with translations 
by Oki Umetani 
Priee ¥1 .. 00 
A Conversation book 
CONVENIENT in size & arrangement 
NEW in form and content 
PRACTICAL in aim and method 
BEAUTIFUL in format and binding 
HELPFUL in notes and suggestions 
INTERESTING in detail and in general 
REASONABLE in price 
Get your copy today. Send copies to 
your frien~s as well. 
(<1'-F ll!U~.tli ¥ 1.50) 
LIVINc; 
IN JA()AN 
by Glenn 
W. Shaw 
C/ot/1 258 pagn 
¥ 2 50 postag~ 
• 10 sen 
[
NGIN}APAN 
eflects two sides 
f the author's 
li.fe tw e nty 
years in Japan, the roving, participating, 
journalistic side, and the re~ding, delv-
ing, translating side. Part O ne takes you 
with him straight into a folk dance, a 
fire ceremony , the streets, temples, gar-
dens of ancient towns, the homes, cars, 
buildings of modern cities, a raging ty-
phoon. Part Two lets you into his study, 
where nine-tenths of the books are Jap-
anese, gives you glimpses of contempor-
ary Japanese literature, verse forms and 
sentiments ancient and modern, virtual-
ly all the important English translations 
ever made from Japanese literature, the 
latest great Japanese novel, authentic 
Japanese atmosphere in a springtime 
sheaf of translatior:s. 
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